gNa -~ gl 'ca Iv5 ,  where u is defined by the general second-order differential equation
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with a, b, and ~= functions of membrane potential only. Eqs. 1 and 2 constitute one example of a coupled activation-inactivation model, and have been used to describe the experimental behavior of the g~ in Myxicola axons (Goldman, 1974) .
For a step in potential at time equals zero we may obtain a solution of 2. This scheme provides more than one site for enzyme action to no less a degree than the m and h kinetics of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) .
Another way to express these results is to note that under quite general conditions a second-order variable can be transformed into a pair of independent first-order variables (see e.g. FitzHugh, 1969). One would not expect therefore that any given pharmacological treatment could ever be used to distinguish between coupled and independent models for g~,.
